Thunderbirds Kids Camp Concept

Surrounded by mountains and nature, Thunderbirds Kids Camp is not an ordinary kids camp. When
children walk into the activity center immediately they are welcomed and intrigued by the magical
enchanted forest installation.
Long before the Pocono Mountains became a destination for families and relaxation seekers, the area was
inhabited by some Native Americans tribes. The Shawnee tribe was one of the main tribes. In their tradition
there are three spirits that control weather: Cyclone Person, The Four Winds, and the Thunderbird.
The Thunderbirds cause storms when they fight with the Great Horned Serpent and other evil creatures.
Lightning is caused by blinking their eyes. Besides being extremely intelligent, they are a symbol of Power
and Strength. This can be translated to children as being strong and having emotional and physical control
over themselves.
Thunderbirds Kids Camp is a place where children will discover important things about life and culture.
Through earning different badges, kids at an age range from 8-14 will learn lessons and slowly grow into
“Thunderbirds”. From day one they will collect badges according to their skills and behavior and will
progress from “Nest” through the last phase, “Thunderbird”.
Design concepts based on visual experiences create an interesting environment to learn. In the great room
called Forest, children will have activities such as crafting, reading or watching a play, they will be
entertained the whole time while learning. The Center and activities are designed under the universal
design concept and it’s a very flexible space, accommodating everyone.
Sensory design and careful choices in the finishing materials induce a healthier experience by engaging
children to the center.
A significant emphasis is placed on adopting an eco-friendly look and feel, with the presence of a FSC
certified wood flooring element and carpet flooring made of recycled materials. Healthy indoor air quality
with reduced VOCs is achieved by selecting low-emitting furniture and materials and installing indoor
landscape.
On the second floor a residence is placed, along with executive office and conference room, following all
the sustainable principles implemented on the first floor. The style of the residence differs from the first
floor, as it encompasses a more mature color scheme. The second floor is also very conscious about the
environment, and features a vertical garden on the living room wall, being also a barrier-free residence.
Thunderbirds Kids Camp and Residence is the perfect home for an environmentally conscious and
educational space where children can learn lessons beneficial to their lifetime.

